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Эта статья представляет собой новый подход к безопасности корпоратив-

ных мобильных устройств, в частности в автономном режиме. Защита исполь-

зуемых конфиденциальных данных в ситуациях, когда мобильный клиент не 

подключен к корпоративному облаку, обеспечивается за счет комбинации крип-

тографических методов. Предлагаемая архитектура безопасности поддерживает 

минимальный трафик и пониженную коммуникацию с облаком. 
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This paper presents a novel approach to the security of the corporate mobile de-

vices, in particular the offline mode. The protection of the confidential data in use 
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when the mobile client is not connected to the corporate cloud is provided by the com-

bination of the cryptographic methods, such as AES file encryption, ABE authoriza-

tion based both on user and share attributes, user key secret sharing (SS) based protec-

tion between the device and the user as well as MOS-based analytics methods to pre-

vent the malicious user behavior. The proposed security architecture supports the mi-

nimized traffic load and reduced communication with the cloud. 

Keywords: mobile security; offline mode; ABE; secret sharing; protected cloud. 

INTRODUCTION 

Special security issues and requirements have to be considered when mobile devices 

are actively used in corporate cloud environment [1].  Today more and more organizations 

and enterprises are functioning in the Bring-Your-Own-Device (BYOD) paradigm. The pro-

tection scheme used on a mobile device should be both computationally secure as well as 

resource-constrained due to battery power limitations [1]. On the other hand, the protection 

schemes with good computational qualities lack the security analysis in many cases [2]. Due 

to the resources constraint, there is a crucial difference in strategy of online and offline mode 

protection. This paper proposes a novel approach based on powerful cryptographic preven-

tive methods, such as secret sharing [3] and ABE encryption [4]. The key expiration period 

is safely incorporated into the proposed system solution in order to enhance security. To the 

best of our knowledge, the offline mode security problem has not yet been deployed, neither 

in academia nor in the industry [1, 5, 6]. Therefore, the main concern of this proposal is the 

protection of the device and app in offline mode when the functions of data protection can-

not be offloaded to a cloud or a trusted party. The approach proposed in this work describes 

and implements the complete lifecycle of the mobile app security infrastructure.  

 

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the core set of functions and protocols of the mobile app security  

infrastructure 

The proposed offline mode functional architecture includes: 

1. The protected storage: the storage is protected with the shared user key and contains 

the ABE keys giving access to the file keys which allow decrypting the stored files.  

2. Key management center: it includes the functions for maintaining the key expiry pe-

riod and deleting the expired keys.  

The client app performs all the cryptographic calculations in the shadow. These calcu-

lations include the key storage, key restoring, decryption and showing the decrypted files in 

the client area. To finalize the description of the offline mode, fig. 2 shows the complete 

workflow of the proposed mobile application in the offline-mode. 
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Fig. 2. Offline mode authorization workflow 

The core cryptographic module of the implemented solution is based on the combina-

tion of AES-ABE-SSS methods. The key feature of the offline security is that the client app 

does not actually store any part of the user password to be verified. The client app combines 

its own key with the user share (PIN and password-derived) in order to restore the initial 

KEY_SET_KEY. If the user provides the wrong share the client will not be able to recognize 

it, but will decrypt the files incorrectly. Additionally, the password entering is tracked and 

too many tries in a short time are considered a threat. In the proposed approach, the kernel 

encryption scheme in the mobile device is a combination of several methods of security. The 

files are encrypted with 128/256-bit AES, while the permanent file keys are encrypted with 

the attribute-based encryption. The set of expiring ABE keys corresponding to the set of files 

accessible by user in encrypted with a single expiring AES key (KEY_SET_KEY). This key 

is expiring and is split by the server into 4 parts (2 are stored on the device and 2 belong to 

the user) by the method of secure secret sharing. The encryption workflow is outlined in the 

fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 3. Encryption workflow 
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The attribute-based private keys Di should be protected while being stored in the de-

vice memory. Therefore, server encrypts the set of Di with a single AES key before sending 

it to the user device. This AES key (master key) is denoted by the value KEY_SET_KEY in 

accepted notation.  KEY_SET_KEY is a secret value and it is split by the secure method of 

polynomial modular secret sharing [7], [8] into the set of 4 shares: 

KEY_SET_KEY = PASS+PIN+TIME+DEV_PASS. 

Since the underlying sharing scheme is perfect [7], the adversary cannot get any in-

formation of the KEY_SET_KEY unless he possessing all 4 key parts. Here the values 

PASS and PIN are predefined similar to the construction in [8]. 

The proposed authentication system is based on the shared storing of the user key. Al-

so, the device acts as a dealer in the SSS. Using the SSS ensures that the key can only be ac-

cessed by an authenticated user. The participants of the (2, 2)-threshold SSS are the user and 

device.  

The proposed concept of mobile client security has been implemented in the Storgrid 

protected cloud environment (available via http://www.storgrid.com ). Therefore, the ap-

proach is correlated with the practical usability requirements:  the corporate user continues to 

use the mobile storage app in offline and does not need to reload the files every time the key 

is renewed. This methodology can be used in other mobile apps. The common advantage is 

that the mobile client performs the operations both in the offline and online mode and uses 

the key expiry and ABE to protect the privacy of the corporate data.  
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